Abstract. Driving simulator needs to not only build a realistic simulated environment but also simulated the vehicle mobile behavior, which make its movement be in line with the real physical laws. The motion of the vehicles is not isolated, but influenced by the terrain. Therefore, to simulate the vehicle motion vividly, analyzing the influence of terrain on the vehicle motion is needed. Using the physics engine to build the realistic vehicle model which has its own physical property can make the vehicle move in line with the real physical laws. Combining the physics engine and graph rendering engine to build a virtual environment which contain physical space and the corresponding graphics space can display the complicated motion of vehicle under different terrain in line with the physical laws in real world.
Introduction
Driving simulator is a simulated equipment which can simulate the action of vehicle driving correctly and can obtain the same feeling of real vehicle driving in the main characteristics. It is a simulated system with the purpose of man -machine interaction, based on computers. The simulated driving simulator needs to not only build a realistic simulated environment but also simulated the vehicle mobile behavior.
In order to simulate all kinds of the vehicle mobile behaviors exactly, we need to analyze different terrain affecting the vehicle mobile behavior , get the change of the maximum speed, average vehicle speed, maximum acceleration, turning radius in different environments and establish the precise vehicle model. At the same time, we should establish the exact physical and geometric algorithm according to Newton mechanics theorem instead of only according to the scripts movement, so that the vehicle can move in line with true physical laws. However, writing the complex algorithm of Physics will consume the Developers' much energy and reduce the development efficiency.
Therefore, This paper uses the Open Dynamics Engine and the Open Scene Graph to build a realistic virtual driving environment, analyzing kinds of terrain impacts on vehicle mobile behavior, making the vehicles move in simulated environment in line with the law of real world.
The Introduction of ODE
Because the vehicle mobile behavior relates to a collision between the rolling, sliding, and object, and some reactions, it's difficult to simulate these complex behavior through predetermined script. We can simulate the vehicle mobile behavior vividly by that physic engine gives vehicles corresponding physical properties and does mechanical simulation on behaviors between Vehicle movement and collision with the virtual scene.
This paper uses physic engine ODE to simulate vehicle behaviors. ODE is a high-performance simulation reservoir of open rigid body dynamics., using the collision detection system of hard collision mode inside and preventing the traditional phenomenon. It also offers advanced joint types and is fit for simulation of the vehicle motion. 
Analysis of factors influencing vehicle
An important evaluation criteria of driving simulator is the similarity between it and the real equipment. It needs to build a realistic simulated environment, what's more, it also simulates the diverse behaviors of vehicle in real world so that the virtual vehicle in it can move as the equipment does in real word.
As for the vehicle mobile behavior in training simulator, it shows different movement performance under the effect of all kinds of terrain environment factors. So we need to analyze different factors affecting vehicle movements and build exact the equations of motion.
The vehicle is mainly affected by gravity, ground support force, the vehicle traction force, air resistance, gradient resistance when it drives in straight line and we analyze the force situation when the vehicle drives in straight line, the one in driving direction will be mainly researched .The stress equation could be simplified as equation 2.1:
1 In this equation, F t stands for the vehicle traction force, Fw for the air resistance, F ω for the gradient resistance and F f for the ground drag. Only when the vehicle traction force is bigger than the air resistance, gradient resistance and the ground drag, could the vehicle drive normally on the ground. The magnitude of these forces are not only determined by the vehicle condition and performance but also are influenced by the terrain conditions. equation 2.2 is according to the Newton's laws :
We could find that in the driving direction of the vehicle, the influence of vehicle's force condition on its mobile behavior is mainly reflected in the magnitude of acceleration. Besides, the vehicle's performance and traffic capacity suffer different influences under different terrain conditions. On the other hand ，in equation（2.1）the size of F f ( ground resistance) , can be expressed by the equation 2.4： 2.4 From equation（2.4）,we can know slope angle affects Ground support force。The smaller the slope angle is ,the larger the ground support force will be. The ground resistance will be larger when the ground resistance coefficient is certain.
The effect of elevation on the vehicle traction power Altitude effects on vehicle traction is mainly on the influence of vehicle engine power output. the F t in equation (2.1) expressed by the equation 2.5:
2.5 K is often parameters in equation (2.5), P for engine power (KW), f1 for correction coefficient of atmospheric pressure on the impact of change on engine power for machinery total power, V is velocity (Km/h).
With the increase of altitude, the air pressure reduced. The decreases of air density result in reduction of air during vehicle engine work . The fuel cannot complete be burned, in(2.5) the f1 attenuate continuously, reducing engine power and the vehicle traction power. The biggest speed of Vehicles will decrease as the altitude increases. the table.2.2 is the vehicle speed changes under different altitude (altitude is 0 when the speed is 100).
The ground soil influence on the ground resistance.
From equation (2.4) shows that the ground resistance of Ff in addition to the affection by the slope , also affected by the ground resistance coefficient.
Ground resistance coefficient is mainly influenced by surface soil . If the surface soil is different, ground resistance coefficient will be different, this will affect the distance of acceleration and the braking distance when the vehicle is running on different surface soil.
when a vehicle turns, the ground that provides the centripetal force is affected by the ground resistance coefficient. When a vehicle turns, and the speed and the slope is set, the greater the ground resistance coefficient , the smaller the minimum turning radius. The table.2.3 shows the influence of soil on the ground resistance coefficient. 25 Based on introduction of the ODE simulation process, we are able to set up a physical world that obeys the law of Newtonian mechanics, the object can move according to the Newton's laws of motion. But due to the physics engine is based on the physical description of these objects (not graphics) and the interaction of simulation of the movement, it doesn't care about how to display its object. And the movement and state of objects cannot be displayed. Due to the ODE and OSG is based on frame cycle, this makes the possibility of combining both.
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To combines physics engine and graphics rendering engine, the graphics rendering engine creates graphical model with physics engine to create physical model, the physical properties of a need to create two identical physical world and graphics world, the physical model and graphic model one to one correspondence, by updating the rotation matrix and real-time synchronization update, the attitude of the virtual object and direction with calculation result of physics engine drive graphics rendering engine mapping and rendering. The specific process as shown in figure 3.1: Fig 3. 1 process of combining Physics engine and graphics rendering engine 1To create the physical world, and accept the graphics rendering engine mapping the geometry of the initial position and posture of creationof the corresponding rigid body and collision geometry and initialization 2, physics engine receives the message from outside, drive the rigid motion and the collision detection in the physical world, and record the position and posture.
3, the graphics in the graphics world model receiving record physical model parameters update itself.
4, graphics engine for rendering and drawing, and it can output eventually through graphics hardware equipment on the display
Design and implementation of the program
Lifelike physical model is the core of the behavior of vehicles, vehicle displayed by graphics rendering engine, physics engine to solve the physical model of the vehicle position and posture is the key to the behavioral simulation.
Because the ODE is used for simulating the rigid body motion, so the vehicle's physical model mainly divided into the body and wheels, its geometric properties based on OBB bounding box, car body and wheels with hinge2 joint connection. So you set up a physical model of the vehicle. Corresponding a CVehicle class should be established, the physical properties of vehicles, terrain factors and encapsulate all kinds of driving operation. Here mainly introduce CVehicle class member variables:
class Program structure is to use a loop, using the physical model of continuously updated graphics model motion, achieve the movement synchronization, constantly updated per frame, to produce continuous motion picture .
In each frame, the vehicle will detect its place belongs to that category of terrain , access to external influence factors such as altitude, soil, and on the basis of the maximum velocity of ground resistance factor, vehicle such as variable is given the corresponding values, and into the relevant equation, adjust the vehicle's motion.
Conclusion
Combining with physics engine the ODE and OSG rendering graphics engine, through the analysis of terrain environment on the impact of various factors on the vehicle, has realized the vehicle in different terrain simulation environment under the influence of motor behavior.
Through professional physics engine for simulating vehicle behavior, and lifelikely reflects not only the vehicle of climbing, turning, etc, also greatly reduced the workload of collision detection and collision process. Based on physical simulation method is applied to virtual environment, to make the authenticity of virtual environment and greatly improve interaction and it allows developers to focus more on external factors such as terrain environment effects and improvement of the vehicle model.
